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of the words' message.  The summons is not that of
curiosity only, and certainly not of analytical curiosity.
Lewis did not examine the handwriting as a graphologist
wpuld have examined it, seeking indications of character
in the upstrokes and the down, the fine, soaring *'s, the
g's that tucked their tails away under their bodies like
tittle fat dogs seated on a hearthrug, the light, airy swirl
of a capital S, the mingling of childish compactness and
flowing impulse that was Julie's hand. He observed these
things but had no more thought of them than that her
handwriting was pretty and unusual; so he might have
said of a man's writing that it was "pleasant" or "neat"
or "ragged"—smudged, clumsy words all of them; the
small-talk of a mind centred elsewhere than in the chilly
indication of t's and g's. What drew him to the letter
was not the particular indications that it gave but the
feminine presence that it evoked.   She—but who was
she? he did not know her—she, her very self, was com-
municated in the letter that had lain beneath her hand,
and the communication seemed to be the more complete
because it represented no particular aspect of a known
human being. If he had known what her fingers were like,
his imagination of the "contact of a hand with this sheet of
paper would have been restricted by his knowledge. If he
had ever seen her at any writing-table, twisting her foot,
perhaps, round the leg of her chair or dipping her pen in
some especial manner, his imagination would have been
pegged by fact; he would not have been aware, as he now
was, of a thousand opposed but, in his own mind, har-
monious possibilities; he could not have perceived the
light, hard pressure of a table's edge beneath her breasts,
the indentation made by her leaning, the coolness of
polished wood beneath her wrist, and, at the same time,
have watched the writing of this letter on a stool beside
* fire—a sunken fire, it seemed to be, from which light
glowed oa her paper, the paper now flatly lit by the
autumnal pallor of JedwelTs room.
/This bleak, arid light on the paper, deeply contrasted
Witt* the delicious warmth of perception that the letter

